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Pavan Kumar Amarvadi Venkata
Email
From
Education
Experience

: pkamarvadi@misi.edu.my
: Bangalore, India
: Bachelor of Engineering in Maritime Technology,
Birla Institute of Technology
: Nautical Officer - Maersk Line, Change Manager
Maersk Line, Port Captain Trainee
Mediterranean Shipping Company

"It has only been ten months, but it feels like a lifetime. The
impact these months have had on my mindset is unbelievable.
I find myself today, so much stronger in thought and so much
more capable in execution of management tasks. I’m leaving
here with a fresh appreciation for high functioning teams and
the quantitative tools that manage Supply Chains. I’m grateful
for the faculty for challenging me every day and I’m grateful for
the admin for all the care that they have shown.
I want MISI to recognized as a beacon of high quality
education and a creator of leaders here in South East Asia. And
sailing forward, I will remember fondly my time here as have
been spent with the coolest cohort I could have asked for.
Cheers!"

Edip Celebioglu
Email
From
Education
Experience

: ecelebioglu@misi.edu.my
: Mardin, Turkey
: Bachelor of Science, Industrial Engineering,
University of Gaziantep
: Logistics and Operations Manager –
Semillas Fito, Assistant Logistics and Operations
Manager – Semillas Fito, Industrial Engineer –
AGT Furniture Components, Quality Assurance
Engineer – Sky Airlines

Suharto Chatterjee
Email
From
Education
Experience
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: schatterjee@misi.edu.my
: Kolkata, India
: Bachelor’s of Technology, Metallurgical and
Materials Engineering- NationaI Institute of
Technology; Six Sigma Green Belt Certified
: Commissioning Manager – Vizag Steel Plant;
Operations Manager – Vizag Steel Plant

“The time at MISI helped me form new connections, and I
made some great friends. The course exposed me to a
multi-cultural environment. The endorsement would be
incomplete without a befitting thanks to the wonderful country
of Malaysia, which played a wonderful host to us. The people
were very helpful, courteous and always had a smile to share. I
wish my cohort the very best for the future.”

“Learning at MISI is like drinking from a fire hose. The course
work is pragmatic, intense and surely going to give one some
sleepless nights. The professors are world-class and have
pushed me beyond my limits. Moreover, I was afraid of coding
and now here I am adept in 2 coding languages. My class
mates, representing almost all continents have made me more
open to change, and taught me how to direct diverse
perspectives to a common goal. The MISI and MIT pedagogy
has made me so passionate about Supply Chain that I can’t
wait to graduate and unveil my potential to the world.”
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Juan Carlos Dahbura Ramos
Email
From
Education

Experience

: jdahbura@misi.edu.my
: El Salvador, Central America
: Master in Renewable Energy and EnvironmentNational Autonomous Univ.Of Nicaragua;
Postgraduate Diploma Course in FinanceCentral American Univ. “Jose Simeón Cañas”;
Chemical Engineering- University of El Salvador
: Project Manager Consultant– Inter-American
Development Bank (IADB); Project Team Leader,
Manufacturing Chief, Technology & Innovation
Management Coordinator, Production Coordinator
– UNILEVER; Technical Development Chief
-CYBSA Group

Adeel Habibullah Kalwar
Email
From
Education
Experience

: ahkalwar@misi.edu.my
: Pakistan
: Bachelors in Business Administration from
Institute of Business Administration, Karachi
: Director at a small-scale manufacturing company

Antonio Henrique Dianin
Email
From
Education

Experience

: adianin@misi.edu.my
: Brazil
: Massachusetts Institute of Technology /
MIT – Micro Master Supply Chain Management.
Getulio Vargas Foundation / FGV - MS of Business
Administration – MBA University of Minnesota –
Specialist Healthcare Marketplace. Universidade
Estadual de Campinas / UNICAMP - Med School
- MS Surgery Sciences
: 15 years as CEO from DMSCompany Group.
5 years as CEO from Project Company Group.
5 years as Coach and Public Speaker.
8 years as a Professor

“The MIT – Malaysia Supply Chain Management program
indeed provides all the knowledge and skills highly demanded
in modern Supply Chain fields. During the last ten months, I
learn the intricacies of the supply chain operations, the basics
from the past, the innovative developments from the present
and dream with the fantastic future for the supply chain. These
will not be possible without high experienced and seasoned
Faculties that kept me pushing to be the best and perform at
the highest level, always focused in help me to develop my
critical thinking and innovative approaches to the supply chain.
I do not doubt that the combination of MIT curriculum, the
exposure to the South East Asia region dynamics and the
continuous engagement with world renown Industry partners;
provide the most rewarding experience to those interested in
advance their skills and knowledge in the supply chain field. I
would like to express my gratitude to my friends and
classmates, faculty, administration staff and thesis sponsor
that shared this journey with me, I wish you all the best, and
hopefully, our path will cross again many times more in the
future.”

“MISI provides you with a blend of academic and practical
knowledge. It challenges you by overloading you with
coursework and assignments but also supports you when you
need help. The curriculum and the faculty are second to none.
You have a great opportunity to learn from some of the best
minds in the world, especially the visiting faculty. Similarly,
MISI’s industry partnerships create a great platform for the
students to gain practical knowledge by working with some of
the biggest multinationals in the world. MISI also has a very
diverse student body, our class had students from 11 different
countries around the world. Overall MISI provides a fulfilling
experience to anyone who is up for a challenge.”

“This period of my life has been a great roller coaster journey
and the drive has been quite enriching. The best part of the
MIT-Malaysia Master of Supply Chain Management course,
besides the depth education, is the exposure to a multicultural
environment where I gain new friendships consisting of various
nations. For sure, a network of future leaders with which I have
made a lifelong connection. I appreciated this remarkable
profound experience.”
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Atziri Margarita Hernandez Carrillo
Email
From
Education
Experience

: amhernandez@misi.edu.my
: León, México
: Master in International Logistics- Universidad
Iberoamericana León, Bachelor in International
Business- Monterrey Institute of Technology, León
: Traffic and Transportation Planner Specialist in
Volkswagen de México

Sharique Islam
Email
From
Education
Experience

: sislam@misi.edu.my
: Mumbai, India
: Bachelor of Technology in Chemical Engineering,
Indian Institute of Technology, Kanpur, India
: Process Engineer- Reliance Industries limited,
Mumbai, Experience in Production, Project
Management and Technology

Yungchun Kim
Email
From
Education
Experience
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: ykim@misi.edu.my
: South Korea
: Bachelor’s and Master’s in Economics at SUNY
at Buffalo
: Business Analyst – ISE Network(NY), Corporate
Planning Officer – KEB HANA Bank(NY)

“This master was one of the most difficult decisions I have
made and by far the greatest one. Even though I loved my job,
I decided to quit and start a new journey. I have to say it has
been very challenging, and applying concepts or mathematical
models that I never pictured myself doing is very satisfactory
for me. I’m really glad that I came to MISI, because not only I
made good friends and grow with them in this program, but
also here I targeted a new objective that I’m going to pursue
with passion using the tools that I learned.”

“Studying in MISI is a life changing experience, a journey that
is hard to be described in words. All I could say is this program
has been a deep learning experience and has my outlook in
many ways. The ten-month journey has been remarkable. I
would like to thank all our faculty and staffs who were always
there for us. I am carrying with me a bag full of sweet memories
and lessons. I wish all my batch mates a very promising future.”

“Overall, it was great experience to learn the different cultures
and knowledge from various sources. This program exceeds
my expectation in various dimensions. I highly appreciated
the quality of courses. The methodology and content of
courses were all top standard. All lecturers and professors
were equipped with full of knowledge and passion. Another
big part from this program is the culture. By joining this
program, I was able to have a chance to interact a lot of
different people from different countries. For my 2018
program, MISI program had students from US, Canada, Italy,
India, Malaysia, Korea, Japan, Mexico, El Salvador, Brazil,
Turkey and Pakistan. It was truly exceptional opportunity to
interact with various students from different culture. I
personally enjoyed every moment and learned a lot. I regard
the last few months in MISI program as the greatest time to
actually learn and broaden my spectrum. ”
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Charles Narbonne Merineau
Email
From
Education
Experience

: cmerineau@misi.edu.my
: Montreal, Canada
: Bachelor of Industrial Relations - University of
Montreal; International Chinese Language
Program (ICLP) - National Taiwan University
: Senior Global HR Specialist – Foxconn (Taiwan)

Zhafri Aiman Onn
Email
From
Education
Experience

: zaonn@misi.edu.my
: Malaysia
: Bachelor of Business & Commerce
(International Business) / Bachelor of
Communication
: Assistant Manager, International Cooperation
Secretariat – SME Corporation Malaysia

Apurv Shrivastava
Email
From
Education
Experience

: ashrivastava@misi.edu.my
: Pune, India
: B Tech in Engineering Design and M Tech in
Automotive Engineering
: Engineering Manager – Aerospace Conveyance
Products – Eaton Aerospace

“The Master of Supply Chain Management at MISI was
exactly what my career needed. Not only this program
allowed me to become a supply chain professional, but it also
provided me various analytical tools that I will certainly use in
numerous aspects of my professional life. Numbers and
programming do not scare me anymore; in fact, they even
triggered interests that I never thought I would have before. I
am very thankful to MISI and its faculty for giving me 10
months of amazing personal and professional growth and I
wish a great career to all the MISI students.”

“I am glad I decided to enrol myself in the Master’s of Supply
Chain Management program at MISI. The program has
equipped me with the knowledge and skills to make an easier
career transition to the Supply Chain field. I believe the courses
taught at MISI covered the different aspects of the field such as
Inventory Management, Transportation, System Technologies,
S&OP, Business Process Reengineering, Finance and so many
more. These are supported by case studies from great
companies written by reputable sources. Plus, I really
benefited from the thesis project, which is the core of the
program. Lastly, I would like to take this opportunity to thank
my family, sponsor company, thesis advisor, lecturers, program
director, classmates and other MISI staffs that have guided and
helped me throughout this journey of knowledge.”

“Going through MSCM program at MISI has been one of the
most challenging and most rewarding times of my life! I met
some brilliant people from around the globe and learnt a lot
from each one of them. I am glad to have made some very
good friends and forged some lasting relationships, which go
beyond our professional lives. The course is designed very
nicely and with a world-class faculty, it is perfect for someone
like me, who is new to the field of Supply Chain. Industry
sponsored thesis offers you a great deal to learn. I think this
program has set me up quite well for a long and challenging
career in Supply Chain.”
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Girish Vishnubhotla
Email
From
Education
Experience

: gvishnubhotla@misi.edu.my
: Hyderabad, India
: Bachelor of Technology, Industrial Engineering
– National Institute of Technology; PMP –
Project Management Institute, Inc.
: Program Manager, Commercial Vehicles Business
Unit – Tata Motors Ltd.; Project Manager,
Manufacturing Engineering – Volvo Eicher
Commercial Vehicles Ltd.; Six Sigma Quality
Project Intern – Ford India Ltd.; Risk Assessment
Volunteer – Tata Sustainability Group

Mamoru Yamaura
Email
From
Education
Experience

: myamaura@misi.edu.my
: Tokyo, Japan
: Bachelor of Art, International Business and
Economics – Sophia University, Tokyo, Japan
: Business process remodelling and global
system standardization, ERP/SCM/EDI
implementation in North America and Japan,
risk management and compliance support for
retail industry

Low Pek Leng (Jane)
Email
From
Education
Experience
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: jpekleng@misi.edu.my
: Malaysia
: Bachelor in Social Science,
University Science of Malaysia
: Solution Design Manager for South East Asia
Cluster, CEVA Logistics.

“I can confidently say that I am fortunate to study at MISI.
Every dollar and every day spent at MISI symbolize the
epitome of valuable investments. The academic rigour is
same as that of MIT with a balance of supply chain basics,
analytics, technology, and advanced topics. Lectures, case
studies, conferences, industry visits, competitions and many
more ways of learning had been a daily routine for me at MISI
over the past 10 months. The faculty at MISI is always
available and easily accessible for a post-class discussion to
achieve a good understanding of the course material. I will
always miss my batchmates, the out-bound program, SCALE
network friends, our humble program director, and the helpful
administration team.”

“It was a good and priceless decision that I came to Malaysia
to take the program of MIT-Malaysia master of science in
supply chain management at MISI. The program has expanded
my knowledge of SCM and given me insight to new era of
supply chain thinking. Well-considered case studies made me
aware of multiple points of view quantitatively and qualitatively.
The professors and faculty members were committed to
student success and lots of opportunities were given during
the program. The interaction with classmates from different
countries, different cultures and different ages was also big
advantage of learning at MISI. It is my great honor and pleasure
to be here in Malaysia and learn latest supply chain knowledge
with wonderful friends. ARIGATO.”

“My initial objective to register with MISI Part-Time Master of
Science in Supply Chain Management (PSCM), it is to
enhance my knowledge and skills in Supply Chain Logistics
and as well to upgrade my studies academically to a higher
level. Through my working experience in logistics field, finally;
I came to the right place where I’ve gained much clarity and
diverse understanding in Supply Chain connectivity through
the courses taught by MISI. Throughout the class courses
attendance and discussion, although I called it challenging; it
is not an easy path, but I managed to propel myself as a team
together with my course mates. Many of my course mates I
have already known, each of them came from different
background industries and shared with unique experiences.
Lastly, I would like to give my gratitude to all those
participated faculties involved.”

